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S o, you’ve finally done it: you’ve earned (or are 
about to earn) that elusive college degree. 

We know that the past four years or so have been 
something of a rollercoaster. College typically is. 
Let us tell you... you’ve got some more surprises 
in store.

Between finding your first post-college job, perhaps 
moving to a new town, and finding a new ride, there 
are a lot of major milestones in store. However, 
Toyota is here to help you with at least one of them.

The Toyota College Grad Program was designed to 
help you save money on your first post-grad car. 
We’ve got the inside scoop on how you can qualify 
and what vehicles to consider.
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Helping College Grads Save Money
With all the changes that occur after graduation, you might find yourself digging into your savings 
a bit. Relocating and getting your hands on a new set of wheels can be costly. Fortunately, 
the Toyota College Grad program is in place to give you a leg up with the latter. 

If you qualify, Toyota will offer you a $750 rebate when you finance or lease a new Toyota model 
at your local dealership.

While not all Toyota models are included in the program, you’ll find all the standouts of the 
lineup—many of which are perfect choices for recent graduates!

How to Qualify for Your Rebate
There are certain criteria that drivers must meet in order to be eligible for the Toyota College 
Grad Program. This includes specific academic, employment, insurance, and credit prerequisites. 
Let’s break them all down right now.
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• Get Your Degree
In the last two years or within the next six months, you must earn a degree from an 
accredited 4-year college or nursing program. Two-year colleges, technical schools, 
and trade programs may also qualify.

• Find Employment
In addition to your schooling, you must show proof of current employment or of an 
impending job with a start date within 120 days. 

• Apply for Credit
You can do this online, right from the Toyota Financial website. They’ll review your 
standing and will be in contact soon.

• Visit Your Local Toyota Dealer
Last but not least, you’re going to have to visit your local Toyota dealership. Sit down with 
their team (either finance or sales) to hash out the rest of the details. 

When it comes to providing proof for the above prerequisites, documents such as transcripts, 
paystubs, class schedules, and a diploma itself can all be a big help. Make sure to have all your 
paperwork handy when applying.
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Steps for Buying Your First Post-Grad Toyota
Applying online for the Toyota College Grad Program is only one part of the car-buying process 
(though it is a very important one). Once you’ve completed that part, we’d suggest taking the 
following steps. If you’ve never bought or leased a new car from a dealership before, following 
this list ought to make things very easy for you.

1. Find Your Toyota Dealer

As you’ll need to have a Toyota dealer in mind to put your graduation credit to use, 
this makes for a pretty good first step.

The internet is a great resource for finding a dealership. You can browse reviews online, 
as well as customer testimonials. However, we’d also urge asking friends and family for 
their recommendations. Sometimes, this is the most reliable source.
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2. Set Your Budget

Next, it’s best to go about setting a budget. This should set up the parameters that you 
can shop within.

All you really have to do is tally up your monthly expenditures and subtract them from 
your monthly income. Of course, you’ll have to factor in some leeway for emergency 
funds or down-time money. Whatever is left over can be used for a car payment. 

3. Browse Online Inventories

The best way to start finding a car is to browse the inventory on the dealership’s website. 
Here, you’ll find information on specs, features, and pricing. Put together a list of the 
vehicles you like best, making a pros and cons list to help you whittle them down.
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4. Schedule a Test Drive (Or Two)

Once you have your list pared down to just a couple select models, you’ll have to contact 
the dealership to schedule a test drive. By experiencing these cars firsthand, you can get 
a true sense of which is right for you.

While behind the wheel, be sure to take performance, interior space, and technology into 
consideration. All can impact your satisfaction down the line. 

5. Work with the Dealership’s Team

While you’re at the dealership, don’t hesitate to reach out to their staff with questions. 
The sales associates, financiers, and service technicians are all there to help you. 
This is a resource you’ll want to utilize. 
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How to Know if a Model is Right for You
As we said before, the test drive is one of the best ways to know if a car really is right for you. 
More specifically, these are some of the things you need to ask yourself while undergoing yours.

Does this car have enough room for my lifestyle?

Maybe you have a growing family. Maybe you’re 
just the adventurous type who likes to load up the 
car with gear and strike out on adventures every 
weekend. In either case, you’re going to need a car 
with space.

In some cases, this may mean cargo room. In others, 
it might just mean ample legroom and headroom. 
Make sure that your chosen vehicle has both.

Will I save enough on gas?

Fuel efficiency is a major concern for most drivers, particularly those with long weekly 
commutes. Make sure that the car that you choose gets the gas mileage that you’re looking for. 
Otherwise, it may cost you more than you bargained for.

Does this car generate enough horsepower?

For some people, muscle isn’t really much of a concern, but others like things fast. There’s no 
shame in that.

Be sure to inquire about the horsepower and torque of a specific model. As long as it meets your 
minimum requirements, it should be good to go. 
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Check Out Some of Our Favorite Toyota Models
Only you can know for certain which models are a good fit. Here are some of the eligible cars 
that we most often suggest to recent graduates. 

The Toyota Camry

The Toyota Camry is a standout sedan for a few different reasons, the first being that it comes 
with such a well-optimized engine. In spite of it coming standard with just a 4-cylinder, smart 
enhancements allow the car to produce 203 horsepower and 184 lb-ft of torque.

At the same time, the Camry comes standard with safety suites such as Toyota Safety Sense™ 
P and the Star Safety System™. These add in handling improvements as well as collision 
predictive features.

Last but not least, we just think that the Toyota Camry looks sleek. Wouldn’t you agree?
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The Toyota RAV4

If you consider yourself the more adventurous type, then a crossover ought to be the perfect 
choice for your lifestyle. While there are a few different SUVs in the Toyota lineup, we’re 
especially fond of the RAV4.

The RAV4 comes standard with a 4-cylinder engine. So, it can aptly balance a sense of power 
with good fuel economy. Nevertheless, it still maintains a towing capacity of 1,500 pounds.

The RAV4 also comes with 38.4 cubic feet of cargo room behind the second row. 
So, don’t hesitate to load up all your luggage and gear!
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The Toyota Prius

If you’re a heavy commuter, then gas mileage is going to be a huge concern for you. 
Fortunately, Toyota has a hybrid option to help you conserve extra gas. 

The standard 4-cylinder hybrid powertrain in the Prius was made to help you save as much 
money as possible on gas. With one tank, you’ll get as much as an EPA-estimated 54 MPG city 
and 50 MPG highway.1 

With that kind of mileage, your weekly gas expenditures should go way down!

The Toyota Tacoma

Maybe smaller cars aren’t so much your thing. Maybe you have a job and a particular lifestyle 
that absolutely demand extra muscle. In that case, we’d have to recommend a pickup truck such 
as the Toyota Tacoma. 

Standard in the Tacoma is a 3.5L V6 engine. Thanks to a couple of its own enhancements, it’s 
able to generate as much as 278 horsepower and 265 lb-ft of torque. 

It also comes standard with the 4WDemand part-time 4WD. This includes an electronically 
controlled transfer case and Automatic Limited-Slip Differential. 
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Visit Your Local Toyota Dealer
Now that you know how to apply for the Toyota College Grad Program, what steps to take during 
your purchase, and what kind of great cars are in store, you may be feeling eager to get started.

Well, all you really have to do is get in touch with your local Toyota dealer. They’ll gladly walk you 
through the process. Pay them a visit today to find your first post-grad car!

1 2018 EPA-estimated 54 city/50 highway/52 combined mpg for Prius. Actual mileage will vary.


